Examination of Significant Factors Influencing Response Time of Customer Complaint Based on Analytics Method
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to investigate significant factors that influenced duration of solving financial institutions’ customer complaint. Using raw customer complaint dataset from Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) website, it was found that many of sub-categories are not well organized. Thus, it is important to proceed with data cleaning and data preparation steps before any analysis been performed. In this study, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) had been chosen since it can deal with non-linear relationship by using sigmoid function. Further to this, it was found that Product, Company response and Issues are the significant factors that are more likely to be solved more than one day. The use of this analysis can be particularly beneficial for related financial party that might need to assist their customer in future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dissatisfying experiences or unsatisfactory problem resolution while dealing with the financial services or products may cause customer to complaint or remain silence. The value of the customer complaints can turn a dissatisfied customer into a satisfied and loyal customer if only the complaints are handled properly. The main priority of customer-centric enterprises focused on handling complaints before it turned into large numbers to save manpower (Xu et al., 2017). Analyzing the complaint data help the institutions to gain valuable insights from the complaint data performance and improve the service to reduce the complaint in the future. Data mining in complaint management could be conducted to discover the unseen patterns of complaints from a company’s database. Besides, it could uncover the root of the problems as indicated by Bae et al. (2005) and LarivièRe and Poel (2005).
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II. RELATED WORKS

Meeting customer expectation and maintaining good customer relations requires investigating significant factors that influenced the duration of solving the customer complaints.
This will improve the customer complaint management system. In response to achieve the target, Hadden et al. (2008) have investigated the importance of the provisions data which represents whether the companies took a timely response to resolve the complaint. Besides, they also emphasized the importance of the complaint information such as the type of complaint, duration of complaints to be resolved and the number of complaints made in a certain period of time. Another important issue proposed by Huang (2012) who have investigated the importance of service recovery and its effectiveness which increases customer satisfaction. Customers’ feedback regarding the companies’ respond towards the complaint is one of the parameters of interest to show the customer satisfaction towards the service recovery. This is supported by Harrison and Shirrom (1999) emphasized the significance of information feedback to shape the organization operations.

Table. 1 Summary of related words based on previous study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author (Year)</th>
<th>Significant attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Henneberg et al. (2008)</td>
<td>There were seven attributes of expected complaint resolution management: i) Take quick action ii) Understand problem iii) Empathy iv) Active listening v) Manners vi) Openness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Fierro et al. (2015)</td>
<td>This study found that better satisfaction level among customers in complaint handling lead towards customer’s engagement (p&lt;0.001).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Supriaddin et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Based on the structural analysis in this study, it was found that below attributes had significant effect on complaint handling: i) Customer satisfaction ii) Customer trust iii) Customer loyalty Based on the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), it was found that the speed of handling customer complaint is the most significant indicator for management to create procedure of handling customer complaint.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous studies showed that the speed of handling of customer complaint and satisfaction level among customers during handling complaints were associated with customer engagement and reflecting the management of customer service on complaint handling.

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD

In order to conduct this study, a secondary dataset was retrieved from an open source website. Datasets from Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) were downloaded from CFPB website and were cleaned to build ANN model and predict the significant factors that influences duration of solving customer complaint.

The frequently used methodology was known as Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) (Piatetsky, 2014). There are six phases of CRISP-DM process model which are business understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation and deployment. This study will not adapt the last phase of the process model. Details on each phase are explained in the following sub-sections.

Business understanding

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is an organization that was created in 2010 to write and force rules for financial institutions, examine both bank and non-bank financial institutions monitor and report on markets, as well as collect and track consumer complaints. CFPB received thousands of complaints about financial products such as mortgage, bank account, credit card, loan and virtual currency. Once CFPB received the complaints, they sent to the related companies to solve the problem and respond to the customer. This action could help the customer to be treated fairly by the financial institutions. The raw customer complaint dataset is publicly available to be accessed and downloaded through the CFPB website for public use.

Data understanding

The complaint data set consists of 18 attributes: date received, date sent to company, product, sub-product issue, sub-issue, consumer complaint narrative, company public response, company, state, ZIP code, tags, consumer consent provided, submitted via, company response to consumer, timely response, and consumer disputed, complaint ID.

A total of 1,048,576 complaints regarding financial products and services from 1st December 2011 to 5th September 2018 are submitted to CFPB through 6 channels: email, fax, phone, postal mail, referral and web. The data set are the complaints from 4,873 companies. These companies came from 63 different states from United States of America which includes 50 states, 9 Commonwealth states, 3 military states and 1 US minor outlying island. The complaint comprises of 18 products, 52 sub-products and 166 issues and 219 sub-issues. The complaint data set requires data cleaning before analyzing the data to investigate significant factors that influenced duration of solving customer complaint.

Data preparation

Data cleaning

Inconsistencies in the observations result from different CFPB worker as well as captured from a variety of complaint channels. It is essential to ensure the quality data because erroneous data limit the performance of statistical methods induce misleading analytics and data mining results (Berti-Equille, 2007; Wahlin and Grimvall, 2008). For example, duplicate observations are found in sub-product
attribute which have the same meaning but written in two different ways:

i. “(CD) Certificate of deposit” is recorded in 1st March 2012 until 21st April 2017 and “CD (Certificate of Deposit)” recorded between 24th April 2017 until 28th August 2018;

ii. “Traveler’s/Cashier’s checks” is recorded in 23rd July 2014 until 12th April 2017 and “Traveler's check or cashier's check” recorded between 27th April 2017 until 8th August 2018;

These inconsistencies not only occurred for sub-product but also for product and issue column. The same categories are entered differently after 23rd April 2017 may due to new system updated after the date. Products, sub-products, issues and duration are merged into smaller groups with the same classification due to several reasons: the sparse classes have very few total observations; and the feature has several classes that are quite similar. After data transforming process, product which consisted of 18 classes, are merged into 10 classes. Meanwhile 77 sub-products are merged into 45, and 166 issues merged into 13 classes.

Sub-issue attribute is removed due to two reasons: the class of sub-issue is large containing 219 classes; and very few total values of observations for each class which will not give significant impact to data analysis. Besides, the new issue classification has taken into consideration the sub-issue in order to categorize the new issue. Another attribute that is being removed is consumer complaint narrative due to its suitability only for text mining analysis.

Since the data provides the date CFPB received the complaints and the date CFPB sent the complaint to the respected company, thus, the duration of CFPB took to send the complaint data to the company can be calculated. This is crucial to predict the time taken for the complaints to be solved within same day or more than one day. The duration group is created as a new attribute.

This dataset comprises of two types of data: numerical and categorical. Numerical data involves quantitative values such as date received, data sent to company, complaint ID and duration. Meanwhile categorical data describes qualitative without numerical values such as product, sub-product, issue, company public response, company, state, tags, consumer consent provided, submitted via, company response to consumer, timely response, and consumer disputed. These category data are further classified into nominal category data (Zhang et al., 2018) for further analysis.

Modelling and Evaluation

In this study, ANN been used to seek significant factors from upper view to estimate time taken to solve the complaint within same day or more than one day. Outcome from ANN model can be evaluated by looking into the sigmoid values and accuracy rate. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model were created using RapidMiner software. It consists of various nodes to help finding significant factors to predict duration of solving customer complaint (within same day or more than one day).

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was known as connection among human brains to proceed with certain function or job by using software simulation (Leong et al., 2015). This technique applied in various sectors such as detecting fraudulent credit card transactions, modelling financial time series, recognizing handwritten numbers and letters and to estimate real estate values. To be precise, the idea of ANN models was coming from human brain studies where connection of human brain works by learning from experience and it had been adapted into computer’s application to follow specific instructions over and over. To summarize, ANN develop an ability to generalize and learn from data in a way human’s ability to learn experience.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based on ANN model, it was found that there are five factors that are significant to predict the duration of solving customer complaint. It was shown that Consumer decision to dispute and Type of complaint submission are more significant to predict output “0” (duration of solving customer complaint within same day). In contrast, Issues, Company response and Product are more significant to predict output “1” (duration of solving customer complaint more than one day). Sigmoid values are mathematical function commonly used to handle binary classification. In this study, the target variable was duration of solving customer complaint (“0”: within same day and “1”: more than one day). Sigmoid function as per below:

\[ S(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}} \]

In addition, sigmoid probability values for Issues, Company response and Product were 0.619, 0.826 and 0.99 respectively. This indicate that there are 61.9% that customer complaint due to Issues factor were going to be solve more than one day. Moreover, it showed that almost 99% and 82.6% of customer complaint more than one day were due to Product and Company response factor accordingly.

Further to this, evaluation on ANN model were done and based on this study, accuracy rate was 76.87% with root mean squared error is 0.4. This finding showed that the model is adequate with the dataset given. In addition, upper management might focus more on the three significant issued which are Issue, Product and Company response in order to improve their customer services. This study only showed a general view and factors that might influence the duration of customer complaint.

V. CONCLUSION

Datasets from Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) are analyzed to investigate significant factors that influenced duration of solving financial institutions’ customer complaint. It was found that ANN model was one of the effective tools for modeling duration of customer complaint. It consists of various nodes and to find the best node, sigmoid function was used as activation function.

By using ANN, it was found that Product, Issue and Company response were significant factors to predict duration of solving customer complaint. To date, this fulfil...
the study objectives and it is recommended that upper management of financial companies will pay more attention on their Product and Issues services. The use of ANN for analyzing the duration of solving customer complaint can be particularly useful for relevant financial party who strive to overcome current issues regarding their customers. The important of solving customer complaint is more apparent in service sector to ensure customer loyalty and support. This model enables upper management for a better understands regarding their customer complaint.

Limitation of this study was incomplete dataset due to missing data. In addition, the sample size within group’s attribute were not equal thus resulting in less accuracy of the model. However, this study was using raw dataset from CFPG website hence reflected related factor of resolving customer complaints.
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